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Abstract: 
 The recent studies aim at shedding light on the philosophy of action role between, the 
scholar of kalam and the modern philosophers. Maurice blondel as a philosopher in 
philosophy of religion or as theologist, and the scholars of kalam alqadi al baydawi in his 
explanation, and al qadi abd aljabbar as one of the mu`tazila. I mentioned Maurice blondel 
as a Religious philosopher trying to mention that philosophy does not contradict religion.  
 Wherever Maurice blondel is mentioned the philosophy of action is mentioned, blondel 
includes all the human activities in his philosophy of action thoughts feelings and passions, 
doesn't isolated from the spiritual dynamism of human soul. Therefore I have started from 
Maurice blondel then moved to the historical kalam books to see the relationship between 
the Islamic theologies and the philosophy of religion.  
This studies of introduction consists three chapters and conclusion: 
 First the Introduction introduced the reasons why I choose the philosophy of action and 
the importance of the research the goals and methology.  
Chapter one: contains the meaning of action of linguistics, the action of Islamic Arabic 
philosophy, and Greek western in philosophy and modern philosophy.  
Chapter two: contains the question of action, the relationship between the human 
consciousness, mind, and intention.  
Chapter three: introducing the moral human action, and the moral obligation that leads us 
to the supernatural moral action.  
Conclusion: contains the most important results and recommendations.. 
  
 
 
 
